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Why sustainability now?

May 23

A global trend that shows no signs of slowing

Win in the green space

Sustainability a fast-growing 
purchase driver

◼ Climate change is a top 3 concern in 
W-Europe in 2022 - stable versus last year and only 
topped by inflationary / financial concerns.

◼ There is a notable growth in sustainable attitudes 
and behaviors 

◼ 39% of Western Europeans take environmental 
protection into consideration when making 
purchase decisions

◼ 63% buy only what they need to reduce wasteful 
consumption

Bringing business imperative to 
the global demand for action

◼ 69% of Western European consumers 
agree that it is important that companies 
take environmentally responsible actions

◼ By 2030, 50% of global population will be 
eco-active

◼ Eco-actives bound to be worth well over 
€1 bn globally in FMCG by 2030 and more 
than 700 bn in technical consumer goods

Impact of cost-of-living crisis 
– 2022 a pivotal year 

◼ 61% of Europeans are financially affected or 
concerned because of the crisis

◼ Affordability is the no.1 barrier to buying green

◼ Shoppers that are struggling financially can’t 
afford to care (right now). Climate change drops 
as a concern on their list. 
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GfK offers several angles from which to tackle sustainability

Discover how to leverage 
sustainability in your category

Learn the competitive position of 
your brand(s) 

Find the right sustainability target 
group for your brand(s)

Win in the green space

You can chose the angle(s) that are most relevant to you at the moment

May 23

Chose as many out of the three angles as you like
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Discover how to 
leverage 
sustainability in
your category

GfK Green Sector Briefs

May 23 Win in the green space
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Sector briefs help you leverage sustainability in your category 

May 23

What’s in it for you?

Win in the green space

Where does the 
environment rank as a 

purchase driver? 
Which eco aspects are 

most relevant?
Willingness to pay sector 
sustainability premium? 

Sources of information 
regarding eco impact? 

Which relevance 
sustainability should have 
in your business strategy

Which sustainable 
product features need to 

be developed first

Whether you can expect 
a financial gain from 

playing sustainability right

Where to communicate

Most relevant category insights
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GfK Green Sector briefs

In detail: Report content and investment

May 23 Win in the green space

Sector User Profile 

▪ Who they are (important demographics) 

▪ Position on sustainability (knowledge, concerns)

Corporate Expectations

▪ Top responsibilities and expectations of companies  

▪ Industry ratings on sustainability 

Sustainability purchase impact within sector 

▪ Context: Where environment ranks as a purchase driver 

▪ Important eco aspects in sector purchase decision

▪ Sources of info for learning about sector eco impact

▪ Willingness to pay sector sustainability premium

Content in detail: Investment per sector

▪ € 5.500

▪ Includes PPT Insights report with summary 
and recommendations

▪ As well as an online presentation of the 
results
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Example: Fashion

Exemplary output of the sector brief

May 23 Win in the green space
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Available for the following 10 sectors

Automotive

Major appliances 

Small appliances

Home electronics 

Personal electronics 

Pre-packaged foods

Personal care/beauty product

Apparel/clothing  

Home cleaning and care

In-Depth Sector Coverage

May 23 Win in the green space

Other categories available upon request
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In addition to Germany, green sector briefs are available in 9 
other countries

May 23

▪ Australia

▪ Japan 

▪ Brazil 

▪ China 

▪ India 

▪ Germany 

▪ UK 

▪ France

▪ Italy  

▪ US

2022 Coverage
Sample = 1000 per market 

Win in the green space
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Learn the competitive 
position of your 
brand(s) 

May 23 Win in the green space

Brand performance module
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Brand performance module tells you how you measure up

May 23

What’s in it for you?

Win in the green space

How does your brand perform against green category expectations? How are your competitors measuring up? 

Who your biggest 
competitor is in the green 

space

What green strengths you 
should communicate 

What green weaknesses 
you should mitigate

Where there are white 
spaces in the market you 

can claim

Most relevant insights
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Brand performance module

In detail: Report content and investment

May 23 Win in the green space

Your brand’s performance on

▪ Rating of overall sustainability

▪ Cross-category sustainability expectations

▪ Sustainability expectations in your category

▪ All of these aspects in comparison to the performance
of your key competitors

GfK Green Gauge lens, per segment

▪ Awareness and consideration of all brands

▪ Popularity of all brands (first choice)

▪ Overall rating of your brand on sustainability against the 
competition

Content in detail: Investment for Germany

▪ € 7.500

▪ Includes PPT Insights report with summary 
and recommendations

▪ As well as an online presentation of the 
results
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Exemplary output of the brand performance module

May 23 Win in the green space

If you were buying personal electronics, how important is low energy 
consumption* in your purchase decision?
(in %, very/ extremely important)

Total DE

Example: Major Domestic Appliances

Purchase Funnel performance of your brand versus the competition 
based on each GfK Green Gauge segment (in %): 

93

91

86

72

42

40

44

10

39

36

38

7

38

33

29

57

15

12

11

4

AIDED BRAND 
AWARENESS

Conversion

CONSIDERATION FIRST CHOICE

Conversion

Your brand

Competitor A

Competitor B

Competitor C

e.g.

*Other sector specific purchase drivers available 
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Find the right 
sustainability target 
group for your 
brand(s)

GfK Green Gauge 
Segment brief

May 23 Win in the green space
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GfK Green Gauge helps you find the right sustainability target

May 23

What’s in it for you?

Win in the green space

What is the segment 
share among the total 

population? 
Which segment fits which 

type(s) of brand?
Who are they? How to reach this 

segment? 

Whether it this a 
mainstream or niche 

target

Which segment your 
future sustainability 

strategy should focus on

Whether your current 
target groups match your 

focus segment

How to tailor your 
products and 

communication to them in 
order to maximize your 

success

Most relevant insights per segment
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GfK Green Gauge segment brief

In detail: Report content and investment

May 23 Win in the green space

Who are they

▪ Socio-demographics

▪ Lifestyle, interests and activities

▪ Personal values

Sustainability motivations

▪ Sustainability concerns and attitudes

▪ Green behaviors in general

▪ Green behaviors in your category

▪ Relevance of sustainability for shopping decisions in your 
category

Shopping behavior

▪ Purchase relevant attitudes and behavior

▪ Sources of information and communication channels

How to engage

▪ Recommendations on how to engage each segment 
enriched with examples 

Segment descriptions in detail: Investment

▪ € 6.450

▪ Includes PPT Insights report with summary 
and recommendations

▪ As well as an online presentation of the 
results
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GfK Green Gauge segments cover a spectrum of sustainability

May 23

They provide marketing guidance across the spectrum of sustainability 
attitudes, behaviors, and opportunities

Win in the green space

Approach to environment How to engage them

The most active in thought and action
Highlight safety/wellness benefits; support social 
issues; invest in omnichannel retail

Green is a badge of honor/status symbol 
Showcase eco-status; align with busy lifestyle; 
leverage new technologies

Pro-environmental attitudes, but focus on “easy” 
behaviors

Make going green easy; focus on need-to-know 
information; highlight affordability

Willing, but not able – need the tools
Align with social values; offer value for money;  
educate about emerging retail

Skeptical, cynical, but still participate sometimes 
Focus on the basics; quell safety concerns; offer 
dynamic in-store marketing efforts
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Example: Fashion

Exemplary output of the Green Gauge segment brief

May 23 Win in the green space
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Data base of the report: 2022 GfK Consumer Life Global study 

The segment brief is available in many other countries

December 22 GfK Consumer Life Global 2022 *Please note: Country scope based on the 2022 Consumer Life Global study, might differ in previous years

Online
Panel blend of 4-6 online and 
mobile providers for each market 

21 Markets
All Regions: Asia-Pacific, Africa, 
North America, South America, 
Western Europe and 
Central/Eastern Europe

Sample size = Between 1000 and 2000 per market 

Argentina China Italy South Africa 

Australia France Japan South Korea

Belgium Germany Mexico Spain

Brazil India Netherlands Switzerland

Canada Indonesia Russia UK

USA

Now celebrating its 

25th anniversary, 

GfK Consumer Life Global is the 
most comprehensive and longest-
standing consumer trend study in 
the world

Fieldwork: January - April 2022
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Overview & Study Details

Integration of GfK Green Gauge segments into the GfK Consumer Panel to 

additionally cover segment-specific purchase behavior: 

▪ Strategic Insights with focus on your brand:

✓ How big is the relevant market in terms of spending

✓ Which Green Gauge segments can be reached and …

✓ … where are possible additional sales potentials

✓ How is the exploitation of your brand

✓ Who are the main competitors for your brand / 

where else do your brand’s buyers shop fashion

✓ What do your buyers shop from competitors

Benefits & Insights

▪ Identify which groups are the most/least receptive to 

sustainability products and messaging within your category

▪ Complement your target group profile with category-specific 

measured purchase behavior

▪ Tailor your strategies to their unique sensibilities by using segment 

deep-dives & learn how to best address them

Investment: 
starting from 6.800 €

May 23 Win in the green space

Optional: deep dive into the segments‘ purchase behavior
„GfK Green Gauge“ @ GfK Consumer Panel Germany
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Win in the green space – get the whole package!

Discover how to leverage 
sustainability in your category

GfK Green Sector briefs teach you the 
relevance of sustainability in your category as 
well as consumer expectations towards the 
topic. This helps you efficiently prioritize your 
sustainability efforts

Single price: 5,500 €

Learn the competitive position of your 
brand(s) 

The brand performance module tells you how 
well you – and your competitors - are measuring 
up against green expectations in your category. 
This helps you identify gaps you need to close 
and strengths you need to communicate

Single price: 7,500 €

Find the right sustainability target 
group for your brand(s)

Not all green is the same. The GfK Green 
Gauge segmentation introduces you to five 
distinct consumer types and their behavior and 
motivations surrounding the mega trend 
sustainability

Single price: 6,450 €

Win in the green space

If you are interested in all 3 angles, we offer a package price

May 23

Package price for all three reports including one presentation: 15,900 €
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Have we sparked your interest?

28-Mar-23

Client Business Partner 

+49 15162813316
tobias.nowak@gfk.com

Nadine Zehe
Client Business Partner 

+49 911 395 3209
nadine.zehe@gfk.com

Feel free to get in touch with us

Tobias Nowak


